Vibrational Stark Effects on Carbonyl, Nitrile, and Nitrosyl Compounds Including Heme Ligands, CO, CN, and NO, Studied with Density Functional Theory.
Changes in the matrix electric field in a protein, due for example to mutations or structural fluctuations, can be correlated with changes in the vibrational transition frequencies of suitable chromophores measured by IR spectroscopy through the Stark tuning rate. To make this correlation, the Stark tuning rate must be known from experiment or theory. In this paper, density functional theory at the B3LYP/TZV level of theory is used to compute the Stark tuning rate of adducts of heme porphyrin, namely, -CO, -CN, and -NO+ compounds. The results are compared with the corresponding vibrational frequencies-field dependencies from vibrational Stark spectroscopy of heme-proteins. The zero-field computed Stark tuning rate of 1.3 cm-1/MV/cm for heme-CO is in agreement with experiment, where typically the rate is 2.4/f cm-1/MV/cm for myoglobin, where f is a local field correction between 1.1 and 1.4. Several small nitrile, carbonyl, and dinitrile molecules were studied to rationalize the findings for the heme-adducted models. Here, the higher B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory could be used so the agreement with recent experimental results is even better than for heme-adducted groups.